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About This Game

Timed gameplay-

Not often attempted, with modern survival games, is the sense of seriousness to escape in a period of time. Three Days gives a
new perspective on urgency by adding a 72 hour - three days - time limit allowing the player to get involved in gameplay with an

incentive to escape. We have fine-tuned ThreeDays to suit most players without it being impossible,and for the more casual
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players we have created an endless mode which has no time limit allowing a less intense experience.

Unique creation system-

Three Days has its own unique crafting system: simply take a movable resource and drag it onto another resource to see what
you can create. No inventory, no fuss.

Procedurally generated islands-

The game includes islands that are randomly generated every time you play allowing diverse gameplay every time it’s played.
Not only this, but each island has its own original name and generation and all resources that are generated on the island will be

placed elsewhere.

Stats-system-

Three Days contains a dynamic ever changing stats system, where the player is in constant need of attention to survive which is
achievable by looking after the players hunger hydration and temperature. The system is ever changing is and the player is

always in a new procedurally generated island, meaning different amounts of resources and different weather effects to survive
with.

Auto-mine-

The automine mechanic was influenced by playing other games with different mechanics requiring the player to hit or hold a
button to break and collect resources. Personally, I disliked this system and wondered how I could do it differently and came up
with the automine feature. The player is simply brought over to the resource desired to break and it will automatically start to

break.

Upgrade/levelling system-

ThreeDays also allows you to collect experience from breaking primary resources such as trees and boulders, this allows level
ups and PPs (Perk Points) which can be spent on 15 different upgrades for the character, such as killing and catching fish

without a rod to slowing the timer down. The level system will also directly affect the player’s fate at the end of the game via 4
cutscenes.

Personally, I enjoy a game with a bit of context and I really wanted to bring this to ThreeDays. Its unique storyline was managed
by allowing the player to play and learn, for instance throughout your time in game you will discover random notes around the

shoreline, washed in by the tide, which explain the backstory and what really happened.

This is a fan made SCP game which has not been endorsed or made by anyone from the website. I have spoken with the
foundation and have done everything legally under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 License
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ this means that I am allowed to release this game and will credit the SCP
foundation website for its inspiration to my unique fan made story.
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Title: Three Days
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Lewis Bergin, GorePixelGames
Publisher:
Lewis Bergin
Release Date: 19 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X9.0c Compatible Card @ 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 120 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard is fine

Additional Notes: If playing on a Laptop, please make sure it has a dedicated graphics card.
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Really like this game. I like the character's design and the gameplay. EDIT: The game is fine now. All you need to do is press a
keybind to go fullscreen and it will run fine on Windows 10. Old negative review below, now outdated.

The game is great, probably one of the most fun games I've ever played. But I'm only writing this review to note something very
important: THIS GAME DOES NOT HAVE WINDOWS 10 SUPPORT. And it runs very badly on Windows 8 and possibly
7. Requiring you to slow down your computer in the settings or refusing to go fullscreen.

The hours I have in it were all spent in a very small windowed screen on Windows 7, reducing the quality of gameplay,
obviously. Once I upgraded it refused to run at all.

If you are looking to still play it however (Which you should, it's a great game.) I highly recommend Eador: Master of the
Broken World, which is a 3d remake and offers the exact same experience, except it actually works.. I didnt expect much when
i saw this game. I mostly bought it due to the "kongregate" title being on it and i adore their games. But holy heck this game is
good fun :D, i seriously hope we see more content added.. Impressive.. I was stoked to find this game on steam. 10/10. When
you talk about PC ports of mobile games, it's usually received with a sigh of exasperation and an overall feeling of "Just toss it
on the pile, I might play it one day" - but this game is truly a gem. A really great casual puzzle game with some great characters.
I've only recorded just over an hour of gameplay but I can already tell this is one I'll be coming back to.

Short and sweet, this review! Go buy the game!

As always - I've recorded my gameplay so you can see what's involved:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jc1ewHMqW4M. This game is perfect and way beyond its time. Some people can't
comprehend how impossibley amazing this game truely. When you start the game, you end up not confused and questioning
what you are doing with your life and money. Instead, you are involved in one of the largest gaming opportunities of the
century. It should also be said that this game suck♥♥♥♥♥
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This is a pretty terrible game, put together quit cheaply. The graphics aren't awful, but would be best considered mediocre. The
combat is turn-based, but *extremely* simplistic.

Story? No, there's no story. "Evil wizard lives in castle, you're going to the castle because the Evil Wizard lives there". No effort
went into the narrative *at all*.

I finally gave up after walking into a trap, and the game told me "hey, you can avoid traps by carrying a torch". Lol, wut? That's
not how traps work, *and* the walls are covered in goddamn torches.

Garbage.. i downloaded the season pass but i cant play banned footage :( help pls. A fairly decent side scrolling shooter that i got
about 1and a half hours of enjoyment out of however their is need of more enemy variety, unlockables, and less bug swarms ,
the outfit with the 35 bugbombs i found was the only way to live long enough to get the points you need, but for the price a fun
little tid bit. Tongue Required Ahead, Ashen one!. Really basic puzzle game, and it\u2019s bad, really inconsistent and a lot of
nearly pixel perfect shots to be made. The music is okay at least.
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